Keynotes and Technical Sessions
Live Online Only Option
Oct. 11-13

Please note: All sessions take place in Eastern Time

This year’s event will offer an in-person and virtual live online only option allowing us to deliver quality educational programs directly to you as we continue to navigate through this new era of safety.

When you register for the live online only option, you’ll have access to:

- 8 Live-Streamed Technical Sessions
- 4 Live-Streamed Keynotes
  - Opening Session
  - The Campbell Institute Forum
  - Occupational
  - Leadership
- 60 day on-demand access to above program after the event (Excludes Opening Session)
- Ability to earn CEUs/recertification credits

Pricing
NSC Member: $99  Nonmember: $149

Monday, October 11, 2021

9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. ET

Opening Session - Resilience: How to Build It in Yourselves and in Those You Lead (available live only)

All of us are struggling to be resilient during these challenging times. In this session, Marcus reveals discoveries about the sources of resilience from the largest global study of resilience yet undertaken. The study included 25,000 workers in 25 countries, all participating in a deep dive into why some people are able to sustain their power and their energy while others wane. In this session you will learn:
- The three key sources of resilience
- The ten questions to measure resilience
- The most effective techniques to build resilience in yourself, your organization, and in those you lead

Marcus Buckingham, Founder of the Strengths Revolution, Research of People + Performance, Best-Selling Author
Monday, October 11, 2021 (cont’d)

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. ET
The Campbell Institute Forum

The Campbell Institute Forum will explore impact to safety culture from various organizational perspectives. Hear how EHS experts from different industries manage these changes and ensure positive results.

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. ET
Organizational Leadership

13   Leveraging Commander’s Intent for Success in Safety   Advanced

How clearly have you communicated your intentions for safety? Does your team know why safety is important, not only to the business but also to you personally? Knowing the only constant in business is change, do they know what to do to reach or accomplish the safety objective when conditions or plans do not work out as conceived? Commander’s intent is a military method that explains what must be accomplished and why. It also clearly defines what success of the mission looks like. Explore the five areas to focus on to leverage CI in your efforts to achieve excellence in safety performance and culture in the workplace.

Shawn Galloway, President, COO, ProAct Safety Inc.

2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. ET
Organizational Leadership

26   Ensuring Safety – From Click to Delivery   Advanced

Every day, Amazon delivers hundreds of millions of packages to destinations around the globe. Ever wonder how? Or more importantly, ever wonder how it does it while ensuring the health and safety of more than 1.3 million employees? Come learn about Amazon’s vast shipping and logistics operations and how they use entrepreneurial spirit to simplify and invent safety and health solutions. During this session, presenters will share information on new innovations and tech solutions that are increasing safety across their entire operation. You’ll return to your workplace armed with tips and creative ideas to solve your safety and health challenges.

Heather MacDougall, Vice President, Worldwide, Workplace Health & Safety, Amazon
Rahul Semwal, Sr. Manager, Global WHS WorkingWell and Wellness Services Team, Amazon
Siddhartha Srinivasa, Director of Robotics AI, Amazon
Susan Donaldson, Global Senior Manager, WHS Technical Solutions Safety Engineer, Amazon
**Monday, October 11, 2021** (cont’d)

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. ET

Safety Management Systems

39 Is Your SMS Feeling Ill? Take Two Learning Loops and Call Me in the Morning Intermediate

Looking to implement ANSI Z10, ISO 45001 or any safety management system? You’ll need to address the human factors requirements that exist in all of them. This session will help you understand the requirements and provide you with a framework approach to ensure your organization can succeed in SMS certification and, more importantly, achieve the operational performance outcomes the system is intended to deliver. It’ll also provide you with new insights to understand why gaps persist between the desired outcomes of an existing SMS and actual results. We’ll discuss examples of high-performing companies that have notable safety, quality and performance improvements when integrating a human factors framework approach into their SMS.

Tim Page-Bottorff, Senior Consultant, SafeStart

**Tuesday, October 12, 2021**

8:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. ET

Occupational Keynote

On the Other Side of COVID 19 – Stronger and Safer Than Ever!

The COVID-19 pandemic has severed the life support of safety: interaction between teams and within teams. The “human touch” is under threat, and safety culture as we know it is slowly decaying – and possibly dying. It’s a whole new world out there. But there is a way out. Just like a vaccine injects the same germs as the disease itself to trigger immunity, we can use “virtual germs” to create a new capability. To become not only resilient, but stronger and safer than before. To become “antifragile.” This session will outline (through a “live” demonstration) how we can embrace virtual interaction, gamification, nudge theory, microlearning and immersive learning in innovative and exciting ways, for “a new safety” to thrive in! Not because we can, but because we have to!

Corrie Pitzer, CEO, Safemap

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. ET

Safety and Operations

84 See it live: OSHA’s “Top 10” Introductory

Join the Safety+Health editorial team and an official from OSHA for the unveiling of the agency’s “Top 10” list of most frequently cited standards for fiscal year 2021. Congress & Expo attendees will be the first to hear this major announcement.

Speaker TBD
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 (cont’d)

2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. ET
Regulatory Compliance & Technical Topics
99 Safety Front and Center: Meet OSHA’s Senior Leadership

The COVID-19 pandemic has put occupational safety and health front and center of the public consciousness. Join us as senior leaders at OSHA talk about the agency, its current priorities and its future areas of focus. Bring your questions!

Speaker TBD

3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. ET
98 The Epidemic Underneath the Pandemic: Workplace Response to Opioids
Speaker TBD

4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Workforce Communication & Empowerment
71 The Art of Storytelling in Safety

Stories, regardless of accuracy, are the most powerful way to spread ideas and, ultimately, shape culture. Often, whoever has the loudest voice will shape the culture. What’s worse, in the absence of the right information, narratives will be formed – and usually not the ones you want. In this session, two powerful safety storytellers will teach you how to craft your story and change the narrative. You’ll learn how to build bridges and speak a common safety language with whomever you’re sharing a story to create a culture of safety excellence.

Jack Jackson, Senior Safety Consultant, SafeStart

Wednesday, October 13, 2021

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. ET
Leadership Keynote
10 Leadership Principles to Ignite Your Safety Performance

This keynote will inspire you to build your safety culture. You will walk away with a toolkit of low cost/high value ideas to implement immediately. We’ll talk about how to lead change, build frontline acceptance of safety technologies and identify leading indicators that predict safe outcomes. We’ll also explore “Just Culture,” and why a “one-size-fits-all” discipline-based approach to safety failures is not effective. You’ll learn how to build organizational safety accountability and identify frontline employees who have the power to drive safety. We’ll eliminate common safety dysfunctions, overcome the myth that safety and productivity conflict with one another, and ensure that employees understand your processes and follow them without fail.

Brian Fielkow, CEO, The GTI Group & Jetco Delivery
You've checked all the safety compliance boxes, but you still have meager results. In this session, we’ll discuss what it takes to achieve all the benefits of a successful safety culture. If you address these keys – which many employers miss – your opportunity for success goes through the roof! We’ll talk about employee engagement, sustainability, safety messaging, emotional intelligence and organizational safety structure. This approach can be easily addressed and implemented, and has a proven track record of success.

Dale Lesinski, Vice President, DiVal Safety Equipment